




SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Post OFfFFiCce Box 7541

PHILADELPHIA 1, PENNSYLVANIA

October 5, 1959
PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO

Professor N. Wiener

c/o Professor E. B. Dynkin
Moscow Mathematical Society
Moscow State University
Moscow, B-234, U. S. S. R.

Dear Professor Wiener:

We have recently undertaken the translation into English of TEORIYA
VEROYATNOSTEI I EE PRIMENENIYA. Present planning shows that
Volume IV(No. 3) will go to press in January 1960.

It seems worthwhile to provide authors the opportunity to make correc-

tions, typographical or otherwise, to the translated manuscripts. We
urge that such corrections be kept to a minimum and naturally we could

not permit extensive. revision.

We, therefore, solicit your response in this matter with respect to

manuscript
"On Bivariate Stationary Processes and the Factorization of Matrix.

valued Functions"
which appeared in Volume IV , Number 3 , pages 322 to 331 All
corrections should be forwarded to our Editor:

Mrs. Natascha Artin
Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York University
25 Waverly Place
New York 3, New York, U.S. A.

Our deadline for changes is Nov. 15, 1959 and we hope that we will hear
from vou before then.

Sincerely yours,

I. E. Block, Chairman
Publications Committee

IEB /emp



December 3, 1959

Mir, I. E. Block, Chairman
Publications Committee
Soclety for Industrial and Applled Mathematics
Pe Oo Box 7541
Philadelphia 1, Pennsylvania

Dear lr. Block:

I have just recelved your letter of
October 5 which was redirected here from Mos-
cow along with a similer letter addressed to
Professor Wiener. This is in connection wit!
our peper in the TEORIYA VEROYATNOSTEI I EE
PRIMENENIYA, Within a day or two I shall send
the corrections to this to Mrs, Artin. Under
the circumstances I trust that you will walve
aside the deadline of November 15 for the cor-
rections.

Would you be kind enough to let me
know if we could expect some reprints from you,
1f necessary on payment of charges. This 18
because we have only received fifty reprints
from Moscow, snd we would like fifty more.

Yours sincerely,

FP
rasani
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SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE—1435 DRUMMOND ST., MONTREAL ‘-5 ni| a3

December 1, 1959,

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 39, Mass.,
Ue S. Ao

Dear Dr. Wiener:-

Thank you very much for your letter
of November 12th.

We are sorry to learn that you are
unable to come to Montreal and we shall be very happy
to write you again so that you might visit our university
next year. However, we should be very happy,if you
think you may be free in mid-1960 (before the Spring),
to be advised of any visits you plan in Canada then.

Thank you also for the information
you conveyed concerning your publications; in that matter,
I am writing you under separate cover as it has no direct
connection to this Society.

Without causing too much disturbance
to you or your office, if you happen to know if any
M.I.T. Mathematicians or Physicists visiting Montreal
at any time, we shall be very happy to invite them to
speak to our group, if they are agreeable to this.

Thanking you once more, we remain,

Sincerely yours,
THE MATH~-PHYSICS SOCIETY,

Ronald a. Javitch,
Programme Chairman.

“Ha.
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EDMONTON, ALBERTA
CANADA

December 1, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts,

IT. S A.

Dear Professor Wiener:

It was very pleasant to receive your letter of October 30
and to learn from it that you had a good, if tiring, time in Mexico,

I shall of course be quite pleased to wait until you've had
a chance to rest and catch your breath before hoping for a more detailed
letter, as you indicated.

Let me put additional, but related, question:

|.

&gt;

Do you know of tamberian theorems for Hausdorff
summation methods in which the tauberian conditions
are expressed in terms of the method's weight
function?

Are there any limitations on the magnitude of the
tauberian conditions which apply to Hausdorff
methods?

In connection with the latter question, you may recall results
of M. L. Kales on methods of Abel and Borel type (Tauberian Theorems related
to Borel and Abel summabiliity, Duke Math. J., vol. 3, 1937, pp. 6U7 = 666).
This was his Brown thesis, under Sz8sz and Tamarkin. In it he showed,
roughly, that methods can be devised of Abel and Borel type for which f(n)a,
bounded is a tavberian condition for preassigned f(n) increasing to infinity
and subject to certain other restrictions.

I know of no analagous considerations for Hausdorff methods.

Siincere”  SNS

Sa
Lee Lorch.
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TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT BERLIN
Mathematisches Institut

Lehrstuhl Prof. Dr. E. Mohr

. 1,72.1959
Berlin-Charlottenburg 2, den
Hardenbergstrafie 34
Fernruf: 32 51 81, App. 243

Uoohverehrter Herr Kollege:!

»

waren so freundlich, uns 7 Avhendlungen aus Ihrer Feder
cken. Wir haben uns darüber si" 5cfreut und danken Ihhen

Yo mam ld Te Ar für!
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS December 1, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Some time ago I wrote to ask your judgment on P. R.
Masani, whom I am very much interested in adding to
the organization here. In view of the fact that he
has written many papers jointly with you, you are
uniquely qualified to advise me as to his present
accomplishments and mathematical future. I do know
that requests of this character are time consuming
and something of a bore, but I do hope that you can
oblige me on his behalf,

Cordially yours,

DD \/
 Flee PP

J. We T. Youngs
Chairman

JWTY:cwp



HAMBURGER STERNWARTE
DER DIREKTOR

HAMBURG-BERGEDORF, den
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Serr “later Herr Keller --

Vieler Denk Tür Ihr Telegramm vom 7.11 wc
27.117 in der Tat habe ic” Ihnen zwe: Dri
am 21.9. uné 4.11., ohne von Ihnen eine An* 7.
wenn Sie darauf geantwortet haben, wie Sie Jt
so muf dcr Brief wohl ve lLcr-m gegangen sein.
Ich freu ".h sehr, daß i. den Yortrag Uber’
und der sn im Namen dor Ges-llscheft Dent:
scher v Je wild rotoso sein, Ihren Yo
andere: “zvrenzen. damit Überse”-
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Columbia TUnibersity
intheCityof IetnPork

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

HAVEMEYER HALL

2 December 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Technology

Dear Professor Wiener:

The Gamma Chapter of Phi Lambda Upsilon, honorary chemical
society, is planning to hold its annual speaker-dinner in
spring this year and extends you a cordial invitation to
be our speaker. The faculty and students at Columbia Uni-
versity would be more than delighted to hear you deliver
one of vour many magnificient and stimulating lectures.

The date of the speaker-dinner may be any Wednesday even-
ing in February or March convenient for you, and the subject
matter, which is ordinarily of general interest, is left to
your discretion. All the expenses will be paid by P. L. U.
in addition to fifty dollars, which is the usual fee. We
are looking forward anxiously to hearing from vou.

Sincerely yours,

wo

William Bahary
Treasurer

WB/s



THE MITRE CORPORATION

244 WOOD STREET-LEXINGTON73.MASSACHUSETTS

Reply to:
P.O. Box 208.
Lexington 73, Mass.

2 December 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

The MITRE Corporation is sponsoring a lecture series on
Thermonuclear War to be presented by Mr. Herman Kahn of
The RAND Corporation on Monday 14 December and Tuesday
15 December at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel in Boston.

Mr. Kahn requested that you personally be invited to at-
tend. If you cannot, please feel free to choose someone
from your organization to represent you.

[ am enclosing all the necessary information concerning
hese lectures together with the tickets for admission.

Very truly yours,

THE MITRE CORPORATION

APle
A, P. Hill
Assistant to the President

APH: ths
Enc.



ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
20 DisTRICT, WISCONSIN

1725 House OFFICE BUILDING

Congress of the United States
House of Representatives

Washington, BD. €.
December 2, 1959

COMMITTEE ON

JUDICIARY

HOME OFFICE:

214 NoRTH FIRST STREET

WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear FProfessor Wiener:

A group of Congressmen is presently undertaking
to write a liberal syllabus which, hopefully, will force
consideration of a long-range political program for the
United States. This syllabus will include a philosophic
statement on the meaning of American liberalism during
the mid-Twentieth Century. Besides this statement, we
intend to include background papers, policy statements
and proposed legislation on subject matter that, for
the sake of convenience, will be divided into foreign
policy; defense policy; industrial, agricultural and
general economic policy; law and the judiciary; and
education and culture. These papers should both re-
flect and create a new liberal view on the whole rangc
of public policy.

Cne of the most difficult areas for liberals
today is that of educational, cultural and scientific
policy. We feel that our thinking in this area needs
an almost complete reformulation, in the light of en-
ormous national changes since the last approach to a
liberal consensus on intellectual policy. Since you
have, through your writings and your public service,
brought new insight to various areas of intellectual
affairs, we are asking you to participate with us in
the dialogue to formulate a new liberal educational
and cultural policy. If possible, we would like you
to write a paper on a particular subject that we believe
is crucial to this reformulation. The paper will be in
an area of intellectual affairs that has been of special
interest to you.

The group is very anxious to have you take part.
As of now, a group of distinguished scholars are helping
to write a philosophic statement, and we want to keep the



Professor Norbert Wiener
December 2, 1959
Page Two.

specific policy statements at the same level cf percep-
tion. Consequently, we hope that you will be willing tc
help us. We shall send you, upon a favorable reply,
copies of materials that have been circulated among
various Members of Congress, their assistants, and cer-
tain distinguished scholars around the country. These
materials should give you a clearer idea of what we are
trying to accomplish and give you more direct informa-
tion than this letter of inquiry.

Sincerely,

r
NY

MARCUS G. RASKI:
ronn Secretary



M.I.T. ENDICOTT HOUSE
80 HAVEN STREET

DEDHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

December 2, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276
M,.I.T.

Dear Professor Wiener:

We wish to express, for the entire membership of the Program for
Senior Executives, our sincerest appreciation for your visit and
discussion this past week at Endicott House. The pleasure of
your company and the most interesting dissertation on both the
origin and process of authoring The Tempter was most stimulating
to us. It is perhaps significant that a sign-up list of those
wishing to obtain copies of this book was circulated among the
class a few davs after your departure.

Again, we appreciate the sacrifice to your personal schedule in
order to visit with us. We wish you continued success in your
brilliant career and hope that individually we may have the
opportunity to further extend this new acquaintance.

Sincerely,

peneees

- { / i 4 { Zn
4 1. Weisblat

‘haru _seood



JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39. MASS.

December li, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
2-276

Dear Professor Wiener:

[ am enclosing with this the manuscript

of a paper by R. H. Cameron which has been sub-

mitted for possible publication to the JOURNAL

OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

I am taking the liberty of sending it

to you for your comments, since it is probable

you may be Interested in the contents of this

paper.

/.-y sincerely yours,

on 7
hm L #

Lv £ JN)9

Eric Relssner
Managing Editor

ER: emb
Enc: "A Family of Integrals Serving to

Connect the Wiener and Feynman
Integrals"



Electrical
Manufacturing

A CONOVER-MAST PUBLICATION + 205 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK 17, N.Y

Necember lj, 1959

Dro Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute ef Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

Please frogive me for taking so long to thank you for seeing me last
Monday, I have just returned from the Computer conference in Boston,
and could not write to you before this, Frank Oliver, our editor,
tells me that you have talked to him since I saw you, and I hope that
has clarified some of the points I was to cover in this letter, Just
for the sake of clarity, I'll repeat what I understood us to decide
during my visit with you,

le. The readership level of ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING is not high
enough mathematically te give top-level mathematics without suffie
chantly detailed explanations to make it meaningful, On the other
hand, we de not feel that there is any reason why they cannot be
expected to understand the necessary mathematics provided it is
axplained adequately, We have previously published articles
sovering the LaPlace transform, functiens of complex variables,
root-locus technique (Ritow series = April through September 1959)
Fouriér analysis (Feb 1959) Matrix Algebra (Dec 1959) Boolean
Algebra (1958), We are planning articles on Network Theory (Jan, 60)
Theory of Logic (Feb 60)Theory ef Numbers (open date) Theory of
James (open date) and similar articles, Generally, I would say, we
are not afraid to present mathematics to our reader provided we
make the subject very clear and introduce him gently,

2, Our pagecount varies considerably from article to article becasmse
we like td print equations with plenty of "white space" around them,
We can count on an avergge of 1,000 words per page. Therfore, your
erticle should runbetween 20,000 and 25,000 words.

30 We understand that you may wish to use the material of this article
in your forth-coming book, While ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING reserv-es
American magazine rights, there is no reasen why you cannot use this
material in your book, However, the publisher and editors would
appreciate mention of this magazine in the customary criédit line,

ie The final deadline for the complete manuscript will be February 5, 1960,
We understand that you will send us a bried synopsis shortly, May
I mention here that it is impossible for us to make major revisions
after this deadline = due to the very tight schedule for production,

« MORE =»

JATIANAI RIIGINEFES DIIRIL[FATIANSG INC BUSINFSS DIAL ICATIANG ALINIT AE ~AIRCLILATIAM IMF”



Electrical
Manufacturing

page two

A CONOVER-MAST PUBLICATION « 205 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

You will, of course, receive a copy of whatever editing is done for
your approval, We shall also send you galley proofs, which we shall
ask you to check for technical accuracy, However, any changes in
~ontents = other than corrections « will not be possible at this time,

5. You were kind enough to promise to write a three-hundred to five-
hundred word foreword for our February issue, The featured article
in this issue will be concerned with logic (exact title is not yet
clearly in my mind - and I would appreciate your suggestion so much)
and it is projected to be the first in a series on Automation, com
puters, cybernetics == I have given a great deal of thought to our
discussion, and I would like very much to have some of your ideas
about the importance of understanding this field, about all the
vital consequences of these new inventions, The Zauberlehrling-
in-the-realm=-of-the-possible idea is perfect, We also understand
that you may wish to use this material for your talk to the AAAS,
This material should be in our hands by December 15the J} civic
Lt rex she Adi kn (Sy bef oer rn

I do hope that this covers everything, Dr. Wiener, Please do not
hesitate to let me mow if I can be of any help, We have already
confirmed your fee for this article, which is to be $1, 200,00,
May I say again what a pleasure it was to work with you, and how
much I appreciate the honor.

Yours very sincerely,

7 AM

jx x !

 ho 0) dre a / fal 7
J

Alice Mary Hilton
Associate Editor

AMH: ah
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BROMFIELD ASSOCIATES1 175 HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON 15. MASS.

COPLEY 7-7161

AN ORGANIZATION F OR TH APPLICATION CF SCIENTIFIC M ANAGEMENI

December 4, 1959

Dr. Norbert Weiner
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Weiner,

Luncheon for an ulcer patient is normally a dull happenstance; | couldn't have en-

joyed mine more,

Having apologized twice for underestimating you | suppose it is now unnecessary.

But | must reemphasize my refreshed understanding of you and your purpose. Your

considered restraint and directness of optimum action (Reuther) toward this purpose

's, at the least, remarkable.

After Brussels and London | would certainly enjoy another chat. I'll call Ruth Goodwin

beforehand to see if a luncheon together is possible.

Most sincerely,

BROMFIELD ASSOCIATES

YN

Morton Bromfielc
MB:Imh
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Rx. KA. ale:
Instituto di Fisica
Iniversita di Napoli
Vanles, Italy

Dear Prof. Caineillo:

I understand that you have requested me to let you know at what time
I might be available to spend some time in Naples working with you peonle.
Jf course, my wife would accompany me. The story is as-follows: At the
2nd of the present academic year in June, I retire from full activity as
a Professor of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. They intend to
keep me on for a half of each year until I am 7C. I thus have complete
freedom for the first term of the academic year 1560-61. If it fits in
with your plans, I am proposing the following use of this time: 1. I be-
lieve, although I am not sure, that I am under consideration for an invi-
tation to visit my Russian colleagues. This might take place in the Summer
of 1960. On the other hand it might prove to be more convenient to visit
them in October, The matter is purely tentative, as I have received no
official invitation and I am merely telling it to you to cover possible
plans that will involve my going to Russia. At the worst, I can be with
you at the beginning of November and can stay until January, as may be con-
venient for you. 2. I have a firm invitation to give a talk at the
meeting of the Deutsche Naturforschervereinicung in Hannover, September
25-29, 1960. This invitation cuvers my fare to and from Europe. I am
wot interoreting it as covering the fare for my wife,

Thus I assume that I shall be in Italy next fall. If I arrive in
Italy early enough, I should like to be able to pay brief visits to some
of the Italian universities such as Milano whei they have shown some
sisns of being interested in me. I am not sure what your invitation
would cover but I assume that it would at least cover the living expenses
of my wife and myself in Naples. As I mentioned, there is no need to vay
ny personal expenses to and from Europe although my wife's expenses are
not covered. However, my coming to Italy would rot devend on paying her
sxpense although if you could see your way clear to do it as a matter of
saving mv own versonal exvenses, it would be verv agreeable.

I am now 65 and find I must take it rather easy. Therefore, I should
like to be on a light lecturing schedule with not more than 2 lectures a
week, but I should also like to carry ot my own research and make it
available to you and your colleagues whenever we can ret topether. I shall



’rof's Caineillo--2

be at your disposal for a discursion of their and my own problems. I am
now engared on a revision on my "Cybernetics" in view of the develcpment
&gt;f the subject since my oricinal writing, and I shall have this completed
or in vrocess d ring my stay in Italy. The book will contain several new
chapters and in particular one concerning the problems of learning machines
[ shall also discuss the work of others as well as of myself since the
rook was first published and also the degree to which the predictions I
-hen made have been verified or contradicted bv subsequent develorments.

Mv wife and I are looking forward with ereat expectations to seeing
Nanles.

1° rely yours,

» Hert Wiener

N./emr
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Mr, Jason Eostein
Random Hor~ inc.
57 Vac son ver
Yow Voce

Der

lave you had any bites concerning play, television or movie use
of my book? I am writing you this letter because my collearue Prof,
Lamson of the English Department of M.I.7. is married to a playwright
whose professional name is Peggy Lamson. Eer agent is Monica McCall,
67 Madison Avenue, I should like to know whether it is your opinion
that I should explore further the possibility of having Mrs. Lamson
dramatize the Tempter. If we should come to a conclusion that is de=-
sirable, then I would notify Mrs. Lamson that she should let her agent
know that we are contemplating such a possibility. If then we should
set any satisfactory bites and everything else goes well, we mirht
start collaborating on more definite pnlare

Sirene: ours

Wiener

’

Tar
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PURDUE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
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SOCIETA’ INTERNAZIONALE DI MEDICINA CIBERNETICA

S.1. MM. C.

[.. PRESIDENTE naroul 5/12/59
VIA roma, 348

re, 32.26.23 . 31.31.84 - 31.31.25

Dear Professor.

I have the great honour of informing you

that general assembly of Internation#Society of Cyber-

netic Medicine has elected you as member of the Council

and U.S.A. delegate,

As the Council has decided to organize in Naples

an International Symposium of Cybernetic Medicine in 1960,

we would have the pleasure that you would inaugurate it

with a conference. So we beg you to let us know the period

of your sojourn in Naples as to fix the Symposium date,

according to your convenience,

Truly yours

Days "JHMasturzo



Pleiades
WomMEN's SENIOR HONORARY SOCIETY

CLARK UNIVERSITY

950 Main Street, Worcester, Massachusetts

December 6, 1556

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 35, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Each year Pleiades brings a renown authority in a particular
field to the Clerk Campus to address the faculty, student body, and
friends. This year it is our earnest hope that you may be our
an eser.

Merely to say that your schedule is a busy one is an under-
statement, I em sure. However, if you do have a free evening during the
academic year, 1959-60, at any time except the latter parts of
January and May, when our final examinetions sre scheduled, we would
be very grateful tc you for visiting Clark.

Being &amp; college organization, we are Icrced to operate within a
limited budgets Honetheless, it would zive us prest pleasure to presentei. ’ oo Es i &amp;

vou with one hundred dollars ($100) for your appesrance here.

Hovine that vou will be &amp;ble to come, T sm

Bines- 1
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D:cember 7 1959

Mr. Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont, Massachusetts

Dear Sir:

The Syracuse University Student!s FOOTPRINTS CONFERTNCE
would very much like to have you as one of its featured
speakers on March 7,8 or 9 (Monday - Wednesday). This
annual all-university conference is an officially recognized
activity of the university, organized by a committee of
upper class students and devoted to things intellectual in
the world of public affairs.

It 1s usually planned so as to have a principal speaker
during each of the afternoon sessions, followed in the
gvenings: by open discussions. Both students and faculty
are invited to particirate.

The student organization has particularly requested
you for a principle address on the ideas which hage character-
ized your publications, your work in cybernetics and which
have been put forth in your novel, THE TEMPTER.

Our enthusiasm far exceeds our student budget, but we
would be able to give you a modest honorarium of one hundred
and fifty dollars and expenses.

We hope for a favorable reply at ycur very earliest
convenience,

Cordially yours,
}
Richard S. Allen, Chairman
Footprints Conference

Edward G. McGrath
Faculty Adviser
Citizenship Dept.
105 Maxwell Hall

2
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RANDOM HOUSE inc
457 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, " TELEPHONE PlLaza 1:'2600

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS - ALLABOUT BOOKS +: THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

Jason Epstein, EDITOR December 7 1959

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Norbert:

So far there has been no activity from
television, play or movie producers,
but I see no reason for you not to raise

the question with Peggy Lamson. Do
let me know the results of your con-
versation with her.

I will be sending you a batch of reviews
from all over the country soon.

Yours as ever.

Fpstein



UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF SPERCH December 7, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

[ am writing to arrange some of the final details concerning your
lecture appearance on our campus. According to my correspondence
{les of last summer, the date upon which we finally agreed was
January 5¢ The lecture will be scheduled for 8:15 pem., and will
re open to the entire campus,

de are very much interested in obtaining any recent personal data
that can be used in publicizing the event, Furthermore, since we
jo plan to use both news stories and poster materials, it would be
most helpful to have a glossy photograph that can be copied.

Since I will be absent from campus a considerable amount of time
setween now and January 3, may I suggest that you send these materials
jirectly to Mr. Allen Skaggs, University News Bureau, Building H,
Jniversity of Florida. I have already acquainted his office with
the fact you have expressed the desire to talk about "problems of
self-orcanization both in machines and in living systems."

Since we went to make provisions to meet you, please acquaint Mr,
Skaggs with the time of your arrival and the method of transportation
being used, I presume you will be remaining in Gainesville over=
night, and, therefore, I suggest you also acquaint him with your
aousing needs and preferences so that he can make your hotel ar-
rangements for you.

Cordially,

00 ze
Le Lo Zimmerman) Chairman
Sub-Committee 8n Public Lectures

a

L1Z/nlf
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“ining Department
University of Yettinghan
Tottircham, Frolangd

Dearar Yr. Arad:s

[ am myself very much interested in the matter of turbulence
I have some ideas of a methodology which is partly exrlaired in
my hock "Wonlincar Prolems in Pandom Theory's Vy worl there is
very incomplete end I am pushing it firther vith the help of my
¢collezgue Trofe sor Potae I am keeping your name or my reference
list ard shall write to you when I have further data, Yany thanks
for your good wishes and vour complimentary statement-

"nor

HR
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The seirit is willing but the flesh is weak, Many thanks
for your llattering invitation but the fact is that rv sched 1.
for thie year is as much filled up as I am willing to have i‘.
and T look forward io enlarging it with fear and trem ling,
San you possibly put the banner off to the second term of the
academic vesr of 1670.61? The first term T shall he ahrnsas.

od
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I will agree that there is a definite interest to approach
the qualification of the law by more systematic methods, However.
this task is by no means casy. It is merely a formalized version
of what every rreat qualifier of laws has done since tie time of
Justinian or even of Hammurabi. To carry it out by the method of
mathematical logic is posgible but very difficult and recuires a
careful considersiion of whether leral terms are used at different
places in the same sense or not, It could quite porsiblyheaided
by the use of computing machines to perform the operaticns of ma-
thematical logics If you are thinking of doins this, you have set
yourself an enormous task which is likelv to be upset everv time
8 lecislature passes a new law

"-

neo TOTS,

Yiener

‘err
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¥ias Gail T. Flesher
Rendix Prndi~~Divig?--
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Thank vou for your letters of September 21 snd Yoverher 19 for
which unfortunately I find only now time to answer.

I have leaded my schedule up for his wcademic yesr with about
all the lectures I can take, Wiil you then let me heg off rartici-
pating in the IRE=-AILE meeting? 1 am faced with the pro-lem that
it"I go in for lectures too much, I shall find no energy for my
own scientific work. Ore of the thins that I have had te learn
very late in life is how to say NO.

SHA roe

. ah

“aye

wenger

11
DC
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20 Irvinemhride

, Goodri-

vecember 1956

Dear Vr. Goodrice

{ gn cutting my lecturing te the bone because I find that
it cimply swamps ry energies, I hope you will nol be too ruc
cifended if I find myself unable to accept your kird ‘nvitation
Lo lecture at vour church.

a wie
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If you want to ro into cybernetic work, my recommendation to
you is not to try to specialize in the field too early, Get the
best sound knowledre of Mathematics, Physics and Electrical Znoi-
neering you can and if your interest shculd lead you in that direc«.
tion, of Physiclory as well, Remember that in a developing subject
fields of work which are not relevant at present will become so in
a few years and many fislds which are now at their peak may he
exhausted or superceded so that if you tie ycursclf too closely to
them, you are likely to be left hich end dry. I would rather have
a student working with me in Cybernetics who had a sound general
training and had not gone too specificully into cyberretic work
than one who knew the whole literature of Cybermeticrs and nothing
alge,
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Jlease send me Richardson's books and i shall endeavour to

rive you my opinion of them. Howevers I am very heavily loaded
with work and please do not expect me to be too nrompt about the

tne |
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EYEY



December | 1955

Mics Hanra Samsonowska
Director
"Science and Technics" Bulletir
irencja Robotnicza
Redakeja
Warszawa
Plac Starynkiewicza 7 = Poland

Dear Madar

It is very difficult for me to tabulate all my scientific
interests. In fact, it is harder than actually decing work in
thesd interests. I am not a particularly active pronapgandist for
my own scientific work and I believe that my time is better svent
in trying to carry it further myself so that I can speak to other
scientists on the basis of work done rather than to bring it to
public attention in an incomplete state. I am extremely interested
in the study of self-organizing systems by cybernetic means, and I
believe that I have found a good field for work in the examination
and theoretical study of electroincenhelloceraphs.

You asked for my photograoh and avtogravh., T am enclosing
herewith a siened nhotoecranh.

Sincerely vours.

Norbert Wiener

N.//emr

[n answer to your enclosed questionnaire: A little more than
a year ago, I published a book on"Norlinear Problems in Random
Theory". This has left with me many problems of the sort to
work out, particularly in the study of brain waves and their
spectra.
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Mr. Robert 4. Schr
DELL Lane Avenue
I\nderessn. South Cornling

“m

 cember 1956

Dear 1 Schreflle~-

As you know, the solution of a nrohlem by ruler and compass
18 a very definitely limited rame. If an infinite number of uses
of the tools is allowed, any mathematical problem can he solved
vy these means, The essence of the rane is that only a Tinite
umber of steps are allowed, Therefore, any solution of the angle-
trisection problem which violates these conditions is not. leritimate
from this standpoint.

reo  TR
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SCHOOL FOR ADVANCED STUD?

December 8, 1959,

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276

M.I.T.

Dear Professor Wiener

The second informal gathering and dinner of the School for

Advanced Study will be held on Tuesday, December 15, 1959, at

6.30 P.M. in the M.I. T. Faculty Club. Professor P. M. Hurley of

the Department of Geology and Geophysics will give an after-dinner

talk on "The Growth of Radiogenic Nuclides and Early Earth History"

You are cordially invited to attend this dinner-meeting, and

it will be appreciated if you will have the attached acknowledgement

completed and sent to Room 24-312 by return mail.

Sincerely yours

A

M. J. Buerger

MJIB/DR



PROGRAM IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

December 9,1959

Professor Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

We would like to recommend the dates February
2%, March 1 or March 8 as possible dates for your

presentation of the University Lecture sponsored by
the Communication Sciences Program. Please choose
one of these dates or inform us of one which would be

nore suitable for you. Of the recommended dates the
carlier ones would be somewhat preferable.

Since University Lectures are sometimes designed
to be of wider interest than those of a specific
group we wonder if it would be possible for you to
give an additional talk (or conduct a seminar) for
the Communication Sciences Program faculty and students
sither before or after yourUniversityLecture. The
talk and discussion for this session could be much
more advanced, on research topics of particular interest
Fo yourself, and in a more informal atmosphere.

If you will inform us of your anticipated time of
arrival we can arrange for transportation on campus

and any other services you might require.

Sincerely yours,

|”

Arthur W. Burks

Professor of Philosophy

AWB : kt
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WASHINGTON pod UNIVERSITY
Ft

ST. LOUIS 830, MISSOURI

ZOMMITTEE ON MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

ADOLPHUS BUSCH Ill LABORATORY December 9, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I should appreciate it if you would send me a brief summary -
perhaps one page =-- of your talk on "The Nature of Social Dangers
of the Control Machines of the Future" at the forthcoming sym-
posium at the Chicago AAAS meeting. I should like to send copies
&gt;f the summary to the other participants in the meeting.

We plan to open the meeting at 10:00 A.M. on Sunday morning,
December 27, with myself presiding. Your paper 1s scheduled first
to be followed by Dr. Brock Chisholm's paper on "Acceptance and
Jse of Scientific Progress” (I shall send you a copy of his sum-
mary as soon as it is available). Finally, Dr. H. B. Steinbach
of the University of Chicago Department of Zoology -- whom I be-
lieve you know -- will open a discussion of some questions raised

by the talks.

“+ occurs to me that 1t would be advantageous if the four
of us were to meet at breakfast on the morning of the 27th and
I hope that your travel plans will permit this. I suggest that
we plan to meet in the dining room of the Hotel Morrison at 8: 3C
on that morning. It would be helpful also if I could know wher
vou plan to arrive in Chicago and where you expect to stay.

I look forward to a most interesting meeting and hope to
hear from you with regard to the above matters as soon as poOs-
sible.

Sincerely yours,

 Bre, CC(AM Am
Barry Commoner

BC :da

Air Mail



ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

3644 Peel Street, Montreal 2

 a
J
JCanada CoS

 WW
YCUR REF: sksksk OUR REF: R,A.J./pers/MIT-ocl

Montreal, December 9, 1959,

ic

Professor Norbert Winer,
Department of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 39, Mass.,
Ue Se A,

Dear Professor Wiener:-

In reference to your kind letter
of November 12th, addressed to the Math-Physics Society
at Sir George Williams College, I am pleased to reply
herwith concerning those points mentioned in my previous
letter to you (i.e., mailed from S.G.W.C.).

First of all, I wish to thank
you kindly for the information you have sent me as well
as your complete publications list which I found most
fascinating. I am asking here for a rather large number of
reprints, and if they are not available it is not
critical, although I would like to build up further my
personal scientific library and files, particularly &amp;n
Cybernetics and Information Theory. I am presently interested
in OPERATIONS RESEARCH as applied to biophysical problems
and to Astronautics (i.e., Space Medicine, etc...) When
I graduate from S.G.W.C. I would like to continue graduate
work in Mathematics and Physics and I would therefore
be interested in any information available on graduate
work in the field of Cybernetics at M.I.T.

I have now ordered your new book
"The Tempter", and I think I will find it as interesting
and inspiring as all your other books.

Before listing the
requested, may I ask you if there are any
nassibhilities ~f farming an International

publications
plans or } )

Ovbernetics Society



cont'd... Prof, Wiener;

The following are the publications, by number,
which interest me, from your latest list:

rg. 10, 49, 89, 98, 106, 11C,126, 128, 130, 134, 135,
138, 139, 140, 141, 145, 146, 147, 148) 151, 152,
153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 150, 169, 163, 165,
108» 169) 172, 173, 175, 177, 178, 179, 182, 187,

For your information, the Astronautical Society
of Canada was founded at the Institute of International
Air and Space Law in 1957-58', It is now a voting member
of the International Astronautical Federation.
I do hope that Cybernetics and allied fields will have
an important role to play in the exploration of space and
in man's venture in extra-terrestial regions.

Thanking you for your kind cooperation, I remain,

Yours very sincerely,
ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY OF
CANADA,

7 A
Ronald A, Javitch,
Counsellor &amp; Honorary
Treasurer.

RAJ /dxk
) n m oo 0s Aa Ara 1
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OHN WILEY «
o 7 va ~s Sons. INC.

E. P. HAMILTON.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

WwW. B. WILEY,
PRESIDENT

PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS

440 FOURTH AVENUE

NEw YORK 16, N.YMARTIN MATHESON,
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; SECRETARY

J. S. SNYDER,
VICE-PRESIDENT

J. S. BARNES,
VICE-PRESIDENT

MURRAY HILL 98-7630

Decelaber 9, 1959

FRANCIS LOBDELL,
VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; TREASURER

WARREN SULLIVAN,
VICE-PRESIDENT

W. G. STONE,
ASS'T VICE-PRESIDENT

G. S. IERARDI,
ASS'T VICE-PRESIDENT

W. H. GRIMSHAW,
ASS'T VICE-PRESIDENT

A. H. NEILLY, Jr.
ASS'T VICE-PRESIDENT

Dr. Robert Waelder, Ph.D.
D-101 Presidential Apartments
Philadelphia 31, Pennsylvania

Dear Dr. Waelder:

We are quite willing to grant you permission to reprint the
material listed below, provided:

-~

The illustrations or quotations to be used have appeared
in our books without credit or acknowledgment to another

source;

Suitable acknowledgment to the source be given, preferably
in the following form: "Reprinted with permission from
(author), (title), (copyright date), John Wiley &amp; Sons. Inc.

In respect to this method of giving credit, however, we are
willing to accept the standard editorial practices of other publishers
as long as the essential items above are included.

This borrowed material will be used in your book entitled

BASIC THEORY OF PSYCHCA™ALYSIS..

Sincerely yours

J. A. McNeish

PRODUCTION DIVISION

TAM. gn

Wiener, Norbert - CYBERNETICS - Page 109 =- Beginning with the words
"All the great successes ..." until p. 190, ending with the words
‘ves tO ignore it altogethert.
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December 9, 1659

Mr. Jason Epstein, E”
Random House, Inc.
157 Madison Avenue
Yew York 22, N.O.

Dear Vr, Epstein:

On November 13, Mrs, Kruger wrote to you recuesiing that
ten additional copies of The Temnter be sent here to the office.
1s we have not received ther as yet, Vrs. Viener asked me to
turn 10 you, sucresting that you might be willing to forward our
"reminder? to the nrover densrtrent.

There was an earlier crder for nine books roing to nine
iifferent people which I trust have heen sent out te them. That
letter was dated ¥overbher rd.

I hom» I am not Imposing too much on your time, hut Prof,
and Vrs, Wiener would greatlv apnreciate anv heln vou mirht be
ahle to » "ve ua in this ma

“incerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (¥rs.)
Secretary to Prof, Wiener


